Given

\F 2n \ : rW-ig;
\FL'\ : r»V> '-y ; where g, g' are of order n 2 + 2n -1, n' 2 -\-2n' -I. The curve g meets r, 5 in w 2 +2w -1, n 2 -1 points respectively. The conic r is a fundamental curve whose image (P _1 ) is R: r n+n '', since there are (TZ+W') invariant directions through each point on r. R is generated by a monoidal plane curve of order w+w' + l, one curve on each plane of the pencil (0 r s) =w, as 0 r describes r. The fundamental line s has for image (T~l) a surface S: s n+nf~1 y of which w+fi' -2 branches are invariant. A is a fundamental point of the first kind, whose image (T~l) is the plane u : r. In the plane v : s and tangent to r there is a curve C n + n >, image (P -1 ) of the intersection of r, s at A, which lies on P, S. The tangent line [u, v] to r at A lies on the surface R.
From any point Q' on g', there is a unique transversal / meeting r, s. Any point P on t determines an F and / meets the associated F' in a residual point Q', thus (^^(P -1 )/. Every point P' on / determines the same P' and t meets the associated Pin one point P; thus P~(T)t. Considering all points on g'
where g x is the locus of points P. Similarly
The éliminant of the parameter from | P|, | F'\ is a point-wise invariant surface K 2n +2n'-A generic plane meets every line of the pencil (Au) y hence the homaloidal surfaces have an additional fixed direction d through A.
The table of characteristics for P _1 is
The intersection of two 0'-surfaces gives the order of g y ', y = n 2 + 2nn' + 2n+l. The curve g"' meets r, 5 in y, y -2n points respectively. 
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A is a fundamental point of the second kind with image (T -1 ) C n +n'+i : A n+n ' in the planer. The image (T~l) of a point on s is a curve s m+m '+i on the quadric cone on r, with a (m+m')-fold point at the vertex and one point on each generator. This curve generates the surface S. The equations of Tare 
The curve gy meets r, s in [y-(2m -2n+l)] , [y-(2n-\-l) 
